In addition to the product management functions mentioned above, product relationships also facilitate managing reference completeness.
We use an example to explain reference incompleteness. Suppose that a design document depends on a specification. If a new version has been created for the specification, then, ideally, a new version of the design document should be developed based on the new specification version.
If no such design document is developed, the new specification version is not referred to. We call this situation reference incompleteness. Reference incompleteness implies that some products are undeveloped.
We have surveyed several models for configuration management and version control 
The Model
The model models products and product relationships. The following subsections explain the model using examples and give formal definitions.
Product
A product can be decomposed into several sub-products, which can be further decomposed if necessary. Decomposing a product thus results in a product hierarchy. The entire hierarchy is a product. A leaf node or a sub-hierarchy rooted at a non-leaf other than the root is a sub-product. In our model, only leaves in a product hierarchy are real documents. Non-leaves are used to structure their children. In addition to decomposition ,relationships, other intra-product relationships may be established according to change effects. For example (see Figure I) , an invocation relationship exists between the module "main" and "bookMng", in which the former invokes the latter. In this case, changing "bookMng" may affect "main". We define intra-product relationships other than product decompositions as intra-product dependency (intra-DEP) relationships.
A product or sub-product may have multiple versions. Our model uses a tree similar to that in RCS [4] to structure versions. We call the tree a version tree. Since our model does not differentiate revisions from variants, the words "revision" and "new version" are used interchangeably. 
Product Space
During software development, multiple products may be developed, in which each product can be represented by a G~LI defined in Definition 2.
Inter-product dependency (inter-DEP) relationship may exist among products (or sub-products of different products). 2) Add a revision to Gpll for each revisionNode.
To add a revision to Gpll for a revisionNode, the revisionNode's corresponding version tree is first identified. 
Configuration Management
In our model, the configuration of a version is fixed. That is, we regard versions as configurations 
Product Consistency Management
Product inconsistency is normally caused by change. Consistency management refers to identifying nodes in the product graphs that are affected by a change, and requiring developers to handle them. To decrease change effects, our model allows a node to be divided into its interface and implementation. With this arrangement, changing a node's implementation without changing its interface will affect fewer others. For a node that cannot be divided into those two parts, its contents should be placed in the interface part.
In the following text, we first define affected nodes, then describe product consistency management. 
Reference Completeness Management
Reference incompleteness is normally caused by creating new versions. For example, if "Spec VI"
in Figure 3 gets a new version "Spec V I .2" and no new version is created for the product "Design" to inter-depend on "Spec vl.2", then a reference incompleteness exists between the products "Spec"
and "Design". Generally, reference incompleteness implies that some products are undeveloped. In our model, reference incompleteness is tolerable. The rationale is that a revision may be an alternative solution, which may not always be implemented.
Therefore, we identify reference incompleteness and suggest developers to handle it. If the developers decide to leave the incompleteness un-handled, the incompleteness is recorded for possible handling a later time.
Implementation
We have implemented a prototype system for the product model and product management functions.
The system manages nodes of product hierarchies As to nodes managed by the system, they store their information (e.g., name, version number, and description of the node) and the relationships associated with the nodes.
Currently, we reserve 1K bytes for each node. 
Conclusions
This paper proposes a product model that emphasizes product relationships, and describes product management using the model. Therefore, product consistency management is well-supported.
2) The version and inter-DEP relationships facilitate managing reference completeness.
That is, when a new version of a configuration is created, inter-DEP relationships can be traced to identify reference incompleteness.
3) The model allows dividing a product into its interface and implementation. This reduces change effects when a product is changed. 
